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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Joanna Urbanek, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
April 2014:

5th and 6th April; Spring Meeting in Edinburgh

July 2014:

26th and 27th July; AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

October 2014:

18th and 19th Oct; Autumn Meeting in Cornwall, hosted by Melanie and Simon Whitlock
and Anne Ewing

December 2014:

13th Dec; Christmas Party in Derby, fancy dress theme ‘Belleek’, hosted by Bev and
Chris Marvell

Newsletter
Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2014:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st July 2014.

Cover Picture…
The newly produced commemorative Masonic plate made as a copy of R.W. Armstrong's original design of 1878. An example
of the original plate, this one made for Armstrong's own Lodge (Ederney, lodge number 819) is shown behind the new plate.
The new plate has been made for the "Lodge of Research" and celebrates 100 years of its existence.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Since the Convention last year, I have found that it virtually impossible to avoid the subject of Belleek tea ware. It had featured
at the Convention because Fergus gave a talk on tea ware design, the culmination of which was his announcement of a little
competition for a new design of tea ware for the Pottery to produce. Now you might think that with thirty-seven different
patterns made during the black mark periods (count them: they are all in Tony Fox and Bev Marvell's new book) plus several
others introduced more recently, in the green and gold mark periods and some that are completely up to date, that Belleek
Pottery really must have enough different tea ware. Fergus made the point that many of the Victorian designs were highly
impractical as well as being highly unfashionable in today's market for sleek, minimal items... so the point of the competition
was to see if the massed ranks of the collectors at the Convention could come up with something fresh and new... and even
perhaps practical.
Fergus's talk is however not the real reason for me returning again and again to this subject. I have to put this down to the new
Black Mark Tea Ware book: it really is a major work (it is getting on for 300 A4 pages) and is the first real attempt to list and
catalogue all Belleek's black mark tea ware patterns, all the shapes made in each pattern and even all the variants, different
sizes, colours and decorations of items in each pattern. I know from my own involvement in helping to put the book together
that it has been a truly mammoth and exhaustive task. This is not a plug for the book - it is not for sale anyway. Please don't
forget that it is a gift to all members of the UK Belleek Collectors' Group - if you have not obtained your own copy, you must
get in touch very soon ... and help out by paying the postage if this is required because you will not be seeing her. Anyway, the
book was finished just in time for the Las Vegas Convention.
So the book is now done and dusted. After the Convention, we posted out a large number of copies to the UK Group
members... and let me tell you that we were pretty well exhausted by both the physical effort of packing the (heavy) books and
taking them to the Post Office and the mental effort of getting the addresses and postage correct to all the national and
international destinations ...but now we get to the interesting bit: as Bev said to me, as a throwaway comment as she was
thumbing through the book to check if a certain item was made in (I think) Lily pattern: "This book is really useful, you can
find what you're looking for." A strange statement from one of the authors of the book - she thought it was actually useful!
Well, useful to a tea ware fanatic like Bev anyway... it was then very gratifying that other collectors out there seemed to find it
useful too - Tony and Bev received a lot of feedback - almost all of it was positive. The feedback mainly took three forms:
1. Amazement that the book was so big - it seemed that no-one expected anything at all like this.
2. Comments that the book was useful - yes really, they agreed!
3. Notes to point out little errors and omissions - not too many of these, but they were very helpful and gladly received.
Almost without exception the feedback was kind, complimentary and useful - it really made us feel that all the work was
worthwhile - so many, many thanks to all of you who sent us something back.
The subtitle of the book was of course "A Treatise on Current Research". Tony and Bev were insistent on this - the book is not
a fait accompli, something cast in stone as the definitive last word on Belleek tea ware. No, rather it is what we know, or think
we know, at present. Fergus, one of the book's contributors, like us, is circumspect about this. As when Tony Fox, at the 1997
UK Convention, stood up and declared that Belleek never made a Lace pattern kettle - only to be immediately contradicted by
Jean Weleck, who had one in her collection! The easiest way of looking foolish is to state something (in fact almost anything)
about Belleek is a definite unchallengeable fact. This is not to say that the book is wishy-washy and says nothing definite, it is
merely that the Authors know very well that they don't know everything (shades of Donald Rumsfeld here). What we do know
is that things move on - more information comes to light as more research is done. The key thing is communication, which is
why the community of collectors worldwide is so important. As a group, we know an awful lot - we just don't always realise
this until we talk. Unlike most other collecting activities, porcelain and otherwise, there is a dearth of primary information
relating to Belleek, an awful lot of things about the Pottery and its ware are difficult to prove one way or another - anyone who
sets himself up as an "Authority" is almost guaranteed to be shot down in flames from time to time. So it has been the
conversations that have taken place after the book's publication which have been the most interesting and have kept the subject
of Belleek tea ware uppermost in my mind - conversations with Tony and Glennis Thompson in New Zealand, Dean and
Phyllis Bagnall in the USA and with many, many others. We learn more with each of these conversations.
With all this information flying back and forth, what about Fergus's design competition for new tea ware? Belleek has a huge
legacy of beautiful and intricate designs, which, as we said earlier, are mostly impractical and completely unsuitable for the
modern day - and yet this is what we all expect of Belleek - delicacy and quirky intricacy. Fergus has a very difficult job in
reconciling this (he is still working on it!). At the Convention, Bev gave a talk on the old copper printing plates at the Pottery
used to make transfers for decorating and marking ware (her article on this is in this Newsletter). One of these plates features a
plant found in Ireland called "Fumaria". Bev thought this was lovely and submitted it as her idea for Fergus's new tea ware.
Maybe this is too old-fashioned and traditional for a new design - we'll just have to wait and see. The balance between old and
new is very hard to get absolutely right and this is certainly the case with something as traditional as tea ware. To me, Belleek
tea ware is one of the most interesting areas of collecting and the black mark designs are a really hard act to follow!
CM
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Fiona Easthope

– December 7th 2013

Memories from Karen Kincheloe
Finuala Patricia Sweeney, a young girl we Belleekers
didn’t meet until years later, made a lovely picture with
dark brown shoulder-length hair, sparkling hazel eyes and
forever creamy complexion. She possessed a
determination and quest for perfection, traits that typified
her throughout life.
Living in the village of Rosbeg, 25 miles from Donegal
Town, Finuala attended the local church school which, by
today’s standards, was simply an endurance test. With
her good behavior and as one of the brighter students, she
escaped the harsh physical punishment administered to
some of the students by the “cronies” of the Priest who
apparently selected the teachers more because they were
fanatical religious followers in his flock than because of
their proper educational qualifications. To have nibs,
pens, and jotters—supplies not provided by the school—
Finuala would run errands such as fetching water or going
to the shops for people in the village. This gave her “a
sixpence” to earn money for such purchases. By age
fourteen, she left school to work in service in Donegal and
this allowed her to help the family.
At seventeen, Finuala moved to Wolverhampton to live with her
uncle and father who was a factory worker at Bolton & Pauls
which built airplanes. Because the English couldn’t seem to get
their tongues around the Irish name “Finuala,” she asked them to
call her “Fiona” to make it easier, and this name stuck and stayed
with her through all the official papers right up to her death
certificate. Fibbing about her age, Fiona obtained a job as a bus
conductress [one was required to be eighteen for such
employment] and was largely responsible for bringing, one by
one when funds permitted, her two younger brothers, sister, and
mother from Rosbeg to Wolverhampton. Her older brother had
already made the move.
Coincidentally, Fiona’s then unknown husband-to-be, Charles Easthope, had
begun a job for the same company as a bus conductor after leaving the
Merchant Navy for a job ashore. Soon he spotted Fiona and had to meet her.
In that one year, he realized he was not cut out for bus work, but within two
years, l965, he and Fiona married and set up housekeeping in Merry Hill, only a
10-minute walk from the home we all visited for our Belleek AGM on 11 July
1993. Fiona continued with the bus company for twelve years until their son,
Richard, was born. Their daughter, Charlotte, followed two years later.
Aside from the short time the Easthopes had a small antique shoppe (until the
water company’s extended project in front of their store kept customers from
their business), Fiona was not only a full-time homemaker, but an intrepid
student of various subjects. She took courses in sewing, upholstering and
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drapery making. Today, every window covering as well as pillow
tops and chair seats in their home is an example of her handiwork.
The family’s Christmas ornaments were all of Fiona’s design and
making. Their pantry shelves never lacked homemade jams and
jellies, and Fiona made homemade mincemeat as well.
As a perfectionist, Fiona had to make sure every selection of
fabric—color and quality—had to be just right and the
workmanship exacting. Charles can cite many times that a finished
effort looked beautiful and exceedingly well done, but Fiona would
insist it wasn’t and would take it apart and start anew. All the
curtains and upholstery in their mobile home in Donegal are a
result of her talents, too. Always wanting to change and update
their home furnishings, just weeks before her passing, Fiona was
eager to complete a wallpapering task and recover a bathroom
stool. The latter required scouring the shoppes for exactly the
correct fabric—colour, texture, durability, and overall quality—and
button to be covered for the center. Alas, this last project remains
unfinished.

Undoubtedly Fiona’s lifelong—and exceedingly successful—project of love was the Easthope garden. Many
plants were brought from their first home in Merry Hill, but Fiona was always adding to “her Collection.”
Roses and shrubs are prominent features of their garden.
She was always in pursuit of an unusual
species or variety, wanting to include
something rare. It took her many
attempts and years to manage to get
Mistletoe to germinate. She’d cut a slit
in the bark of an apple tree when she and
Charles brought Mistletoe into the house
at Christmas and put a berry in each slit.
One year, after almost giving up, out
popped the Mistletoe on the small Crab
Apple tree, and by the second year, the
tree was so heavily laden that it was
nearly brought down by the weight and
Fiona had Charles prop the tree up. The
Bramble tree at Christmas is also
adorned, but it’s a sturdier tree.
Whether working on the Daily Telegraph’s crossword puzzle—which she took as a personal challenge—or
tuning into her favourite radio programs, Fiona kept abreast of current affairs and politics and was quite astute
in her comments on them. We may remember, too, that she and Charles were among the head of the class
when we had Belleek quizzes at one of our Group’s meetings. She had no use for television; the radio allowed
her to multi-task.
Together Fiona and Charles have had numerous antique collections—always focusing on how the object
appealed to them, whether it was Belleek or Halcyon Days enamel boxes. Fiona was particularly fond of the
work of artist Gertrude Johnson, the daughter of the owner of the Carlton Hotel in Belleek. She has been
featured numerous times over the years in our Belleek Newsletter and is best known for her rose decorations on
Hexagon pieces. We can see how Fiona carried her love for roses in the garden to porcelain and china in their
home.
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The couple made their first visit in 1967 to the Pottery when Fiona took her
new husband to Rosbeg. Her uncle drove them the 40 miles to Belleek, a
trip they eventually made more times than can be counted. Soon after they
married, they got a cat (later they added another). The furries, safely in their
carriers, always made the trip to Ireland with them, whether the trip was by
air into Donegal, or by car on the ferry.
In the early years,
after they purchased
their first Belleek, a
then current sixth
mark piece, a second
black creamer and
sugar at a Bingley
Halls Fair was
acquired. Fiona soon
developed the eye of
an eagle in spotting
rare pieces of Belleek
as illustrated by what
happened one time
when I was their
houseguest.
They had taken me to
an antique shop in
Leominster. In
walking around, I was
several tables ahead
of Fiona and noticed
some unusual
“dishes,” round with
flat bottoms and
straight sides stacked one upon the other with a lid. But they just didn’t hold
interest for me and I moved on without picking up even the lid. Fiona came
upon this find, let out a little cry of joy and motioned Charles and me over.
It was an earthenware Belleek Ring Dish, first black mark, but the base was
missing. The purchase was made. When they first visited the Collector’s
Room at the Pottery, they saw the base, minus the rings and lid.
Fiona was eager to reunite the pieces and suggested they donate their find to
the Pottery so that there was at least one complete set. But on their next trip
to the Collector’s Room, they learned that the base had been stolen. To this
day, the Ring Dish (sans the base) stands on the dresser in the Easthope
kitchen.

Fiona and Charles were literally the first two people I met in the UK Belleek
Collectors Group. Charles had responded to a note of congratulations I sent
to the Group after it was formed. He introduced himself and Fiona via the
British and US postal services—before the days of e-mail. Although he has
been the correspondent of the couple, he told me so much about Fiona that I
knew her well before we met in person.
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When we did meet, I marvelled at Fiona’s long hair, perfectly coiffed into a French twist. Having had long hair
at various times, I knew the time and effort required for this, as she did not go to beauty salons. Charles told
me recently that she started wearing her hair up in the French twist shortly after they married, and it was this
style until her illness prevented her from keeping it. We all assumed that after these many years, 47 to be exact,
she simply wanted to be daring and desired a change and had her lovely white hair cut and restyled.
As a very private person and one who wanted no sympathy or questions, Fiona and Charles bore her illness
without discussion with others, and not even her children for ten years. As a result, how were we all to guess
the hair style was a necessity. So, a special note to Fiona—and may her spirit look down on us:
“Well, Fiona, you indeed did fool us. Your acquaintance who is a professional wigmaker confessed to
Charles after your passing, ‘I had no idea she was wearing a wig. I thought her new style was so becoming!’
So, Fiona, give us that twinkle in your eyes, an impish grin, and a chuckle. You certainly pulled one over on us.
You looked great! Your suffering and treatments you kept well hidden. Although December 7, the Day of
Infamy, is a date we Yanks take seriously, now that date, the day of your passing, will bring thoughts of you and
make me smile as I remember your hospitality and friendliness. Goodbye, dear friend."
Karen Kincheloe”

Fiona and Charles Easthope were founder members of the UK Belleek Collectors' Group, present at the
inaugural meeting at the London Victoria Grosvenor Hotel. Fiona has been an active member and contributor
to the meetings and the Newsletter over many years. She will be very sadly missed by members of the Group
who knew her.
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Group News
Pat Wood has Belleek for Sale
Pat Wood, our UK Group member who lives in Gibraltar is thinking of selling some rather nice Belleek. If you
are interested in any items, we can put you in touch with her. Here are some examples.

Ed: if you are interested, get in touch with me by phone or email.
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Diana Awdry's
Awdry's Belleek on
on show in Oundle
Here is a photo of some of Diana Awdry's Belleek on show at Oundle Museum. This year's exhibition is called
"Cabinets of Curiosities" and demonstrates the wide variety of objects collected by local people.

Oundle Museum is in the former Courthouse and
is an independent museum wholly staffed by
volunteers.
Oundle Museum is an award winning Accredited
Museum with displays about local history from
the prehistoric to modern times including many
exhibits from the Roman, Saxon and Medieval
periods. Next to the permanent display gallery
there is an exhibition room which changes each
year so there is always something new to see.
The Museum is open March to November on Saturdays 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Sundays and Bank Holidays from
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. and for groups by special arrangement. The museum has free car parking nearby and admission
is free, although donations are welcome.

From Jan Golaszewski
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News from Belleek Pottery
Masonic Plate New and Old
A special commission for 100
plates from the Masonic Lodge
of Research has been ordered. 50
have just been delivered, the
remaining 50 will be completed
by July. These plates will be
used by the Lodge for awards
etc. - more for admiring than
actually using!

The Lodge of Research No. CC,
Ireland was originally given
Warrant 200 by the Grand Lodge
of Ireland in 1749 to Muff (i.e.
‘Eglinton), Co. Londonderry.
Their website says: ‘On March 12th 1914, Warrant No. 200 was issued to 'The Lodge of Research' for the
association of Installed Masters who are subscribing Members of Lodges under the Irish Constitution, to
provide a centre affording encouragement to Brethren interested in Masonic research. The Lodge was formally
constituted on September 30th 1914 by the Most Worshipful the Grand Master, Lord Donoughmore, in person.’
‘This Lodge’s aim is to provide a
centre for Freemasons, Researchers
and Students of Freemasonry; to
encourage and to foster a love of
Masonic Research, History,
Antiquities and Symbols, by means
of the presentation of papers on, and
discussions about, such subjects’.
A presentation at the Pottery of the
plate was made to Robert Bashford,
an appointed officer of the Lodge.
Here he is with Catherine
Townshend (from the Belleek
design team) and Patricia
McCauley (Manager of the Visitor
Centre).
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Belleek were originally approached in 2011 regarding this plate and Patricia McCauley and Fergus Cleary have
been working on it since then. The Lodge was familiar with the original plate and keen that it be reproduced as
it was originally and in the original colours.
Fergus told us that they had several options on how to reproduce the print:
a. To take the original copper plate from the museum and send it to the decal manufacturers to copy
through probably a photographic process.
b. To send them an original first period earthenware plate which they would copy through much the
same process as above.
c. To make a copy of the original copper plate or actual print on the plate ourselves.
Fergus chose the last option as he didn’t want to send the original copper plate out of the museum at the Pottery
in case it got lost or damaged. Secondly, Belleek Pottery doesn't have an actual plate and didn’t want to borrow
one in case this got lost or damaged. He remembered that Brian Russell had written a piece on Belleek’s
Masonic services in the UK Group Newsletter (29/1 April 2008) and that there was an image of the front of the
plate as part of the article. However the resolution of this image was not as crisp as he needed, so he asked the
Group for a higher resolution image from which the design team could reproduce the symbols without sending
any originals -we were very glad to oblige! Then, Fergus says, they got ambitious, as they realised that they
could copy the plate symbols themselves and send the information to the decal makers thus saving some cost.
This is when Catherine Townshend in the Belleek design team began the painstaking job of copying the plate
details.
They have tried to match everything as closely as possible but inevitably there will be some differences in the
new plate and the original. Compare the two in the Newsletter front cover image. The major difference is that
the blue outer line running round the plate is part of the decal for the new plate and so cannot run up to and over
the rim as it does in the original. The central design for the plate was supplied by the Lodge of Research
themselves.
The original Masonic plate was earthenware, but this modern plate was to be made in parian. Belleek were able
to use an existing plate mould but cast more heavily to emulate the original earthenware thickness as close as
possible. The plate was in development about six months.
Patricia obtained special permission from the Lodge to mention this Masonic order to the Belleek collectors and
consequently she has received quite a few additional orders for plates from UK Group members. As only 100
will be made this is an extremely ‘limited edition’, not on open sale to the general public. She says that there
may be a few extra plates available to purchase… but time is of the essence! If you would like one, you can
order directly through Patricia at the Pottery, the price per plate is £52.00, UK postage and insurance is an
additional £6.00 (this would be more for other destinations).
Some UK Members who have purchased this plate have just received them. They say that it certainly does feel
a lot heavier than normal current production and emulates earthenware very well and that the colours and
design are very close to that of the original… And it is marked ‘Made in Ireland’.

Well done Belleek
Belleek!
Each plate comes with a special certificate with an explanation of the Masonic symbols used, this is shown on
the following page.
The original Masonic Plate was designed by Robert W. Armstrong (who registered the design on 13th April
1878, registration number 320373). He then supplied a service to his own Lodge (number 819, Ederney).
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Armstrong's Ederney Masonic service still exists, and the Grand Lodge has it in safe storage.
Last summer (2013), Brian Russell, as part of his Belleek research, was in contact with Ederney Lodge who
expressed an interest
in releasing five of
these original plates
for sale to collectors.
They invited Group
members at the UK
AGM to tender bids
(in sealed envelopes)
for each plate. These
the Lodge duly
opened and then
accepted.
Some members of the
UK Group are
therefore now the
proud owners of
examples of
Armstrong's original
Masonic service for
his own Lodge at
Ederney.

Left is one of these
beautiful Ederney
plates.

Right: the plate’s marks:
•

•
•
•

Impressed 18 / 78 for the 18th week of
1878 (last week in April, this is just a
couple of weeks after the design was
registered)
Impressed ‘harp and crown’
Impressed first period mark
Printed registration diamond

Note: unlike other Belleek Masonic plates
we have seen there is no decoration way
number marked on the plate. This is
probably because it was, at the time it was
made, the one and only service. It may
have been allocated a decoration way
number only when more plates were made
for other Lodges.
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Autumn Meeting
Meeting near Bath
Saturday 30th November and Sunday 1st December
Hosted by Joanna Urbanek
We enjoyed a lovely sunny winter weekend in Bradford-on-Avon in the Vale of Avon, Wiltshire, only a few
miles from Bath. We were based at the Leigh Park Country House Hotel & Vineyard which has stunning views
over the Wiltshire Downs.

Front and rear views of the Leigh Park
Country House Hotel

Saturday 30th November
– a Day in Bath
Bath is famous for its
Spa, Roman baths (left),
Bath Abbey (above),
Georgian architectural
beauties and this
weekend there was also
a Christmas Market.
Right carved detail on the
Abbey
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Bath's traditional Christmas Market was held in the streets
between the Roman Baths and Bath Abbey. More than 100
wooden chalets selling Christmas items, from food and drink
to decorations and hand-crafted goods.
Christmas
Market stalls by
the Abbey
Quiet Street – I
think not – well
not this weekend
it wasn’t as it
was heaving with
shoppers!
Georgie Porgie’s
puddings traditional and
irresistible
‘Seasons
Greetings’
Busy streets

Part of the super ‘Art Nouveau’
frieze around the walls in the sales
hall at Jollys department store, very
classy.
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Chris Marvell on the green by the fabulous ‘Royal
Crescent’
‘The Circus’ Georgian curved terrace houses
Members visited the
Victoria Art Gallery to get
out of the hustle and bustle,
relax, have a coffee and of
course more culture. Patrick
Tubb looking cool doing
the Fonz. Careful that
oversized Belleek lass
doesn’t drop her tambourine
on you!
Pulteney Bridge, Grade I
listed, Robert Adam in a
Palladian style. One of only
four bridges in the world
with shops across its full
span on both sides.
We ‘rendezvous’ed outside the Pump Room, then
we all assembled at the Abbey doors (below).
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Saturday Evening Dinner
After a day busy shopping
some of us met up for
drinks and then dinner in
the hotel dining room.

Sunday 1st December – Morning Sightseeing in BradfordBradford-onon-Avon
Local guide Edward Corrin took us on a guided
tour of Bradford-on-Avon.

The town has Roman origins, but many buildings were
built in the 17th century to accommodate the growing
woollen textile industry.
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All assembled and ready for some fresh air and architecture... and it's another lovely sunny day, we seem to be
lucky on our Belleeking weekends!

Festive hangings in the trees: giant baubles and
mistletoe.

Bradford-on-Avon has been prone to flooding. Our
guide Edward shows us the level reached in 1882.
Note. Only a few weeks after our Belleek weekend, just
before Christmas, the river broke its banks and part of
our walk was underwater again. Many buildings were
flooded and the bridge closed (see above right).
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St Laurence’s Saxon church which could have been
a temporary burial site for King Edward the Martyr.
Some of the building dates from around 705AD,
but the main building is more likely 950-1050AD.
The church was re-discovered in 1856, after having
been used as a house, a school and part of a factory.
Inside the church is tiny, a wonderful atmosphere
full of age and prayer. High in the wall above a
small chancel arch, are two carved flying angels
(below).

A short walk from the old Saxon church, past the
more modern church (above), over the meadow,
river and railway line to the huge grade II* listed
Saxon Tithe Barn (left and below)

It is 180 feet long
constructed in the
14th century, it was
used for collecting
taxes, in the form of
goods (tithes), to fund
the church.
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Sunday Afternoon Lunch and
Meeting
Guests were welcomed by our new Chairman Joanna and
apologies were read. Robin and Maureen Wootton (right) were
celebrating their Diamond Wedding Anniversary later that week,
and were congratulated with an enthusiastic round of applause.
Members stood for a minute's silence in memory of Maureen
Munton, a long standing member. Joanna recalled Maureen and
Graham's immense hospitality (people's memories of them
appeared in the last Newsletter).

Then Paul Ewings (left) described his and Elaine's first visit to the Pottery
when on a recent trip to Northern Ireland. He showed pictures of some of the
places they went to, which were recognised by many of those present (and the
pronunciations corrected by Pat Russell!). Paul and Elaine were taken on a
Pottery tour by Fergus and enjoyed chatting to several members of staff.
They had a preview of the fully decorated Las Vegas Convention plate, but
were hurried away from Brendan in case they saw the surprise honouree
medallions! It was a memorable visit.
Paul and Pat Tubb gave a brief report on the Convention that was in addition to Pat's article in the Newsletter.
There were some extra photos to enjoy, such as views from and inside the Flamingo Hotel, many of the people
who attended the event, the Grand Canyon, and Las Vegas itself. A picture of Freemont Street prompted
comments on its history from Karen Kincheloe, who had once again travelled from Texas to be with us.
Next came an enjoyable Christmas
lunch, which got everyone into the
party spirit.

The afternoon agenda began with Brian Russell (right, with Masonic
plate). First he showed us one of the Masonic plates released from
Armstrong’s own Lodge and successfully tendered for by members at the
AGM - see the story on the Masonic plates in this Newsletter. He then
gave us a short talk about the importance of the research done by the
Group and how he got started. He gave an update following on from his
previous talk about the Enniskillen and Bundoran Railway. Fergus had
sent him a copy of a newspaper article from the Impartial Reporter, dated
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14 June 1866. The article, which was about the opening of the Enniskillen, Bundoran and Sligo Railway, was
read out by Brian assisted by Bev, who read the romantic description of the first journey along this line.
Bundoran was referred to as the "Brighton of the North". The people who were on the train were listed, and
included D. McBirney, John C. Bloomfield and Mr Collis. [Ed: we
have reproduced this 1866 report later in this Newsletter]
Bev Marvell (left) also spoke about research. She introduced the book
on black mark tea ware by Tony Fox and herself, based on the series
of articles that have appeared in the Newsletter. They had set
themselves a target to get it ready in time for the Convention, and it
took about 3 months. There were 200 copies printed; it is selfpublished and not for profit, the intention being to aid research by
interested parties. Each
household of the UK Group
and those attending the
Convention is being given a
copy.
The fact that the UK Group has kudos in the field of research was
discussed. This means that our members are trusted and so can often
have access to material not easily obtained.
Karen Kincheloe (right) brought some US newspapers that she thought
we would like and ask members if they fancied a copy to take one.

Devotee Award 2013
Next, the UK Devotee
Award for 2013 was
announced. It went to
our previous chairman
Pat Russell, who
received a Belleek
Living Rose Vase,
presented here by
Joanna Urbanek.

Thank you for
your hard work
Pat.
During the
meeting a few
interesting pieces
of Belleek were
handed round for
inspection, all
marked first
period, one
earthenware, one
parian and one
bone china.
Jan Golaszewski and Eileen Burgham with a ‘marbled’ earthenware jug. Joanna with a
creamer. Simon Whitlock closely (very) examining the painting on a bone china plate.
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The Bring and Tell theme was "A Merry Christmas".
A company in the US that Paul Ewings has been involved with for many
years makes an epoxy putty material, universally known as "Green Stuff".
It is used by model makers to produce master moulds, in particular for
making figures related to games. The owners of the company decided to
have a series of small pewter figures made to give as Christmas presents,
so from 1995 to 2001 Paul received one piece a year that went to make up
a nativity set. He showed a photo of the mould for the angel and the final
metal figure (below right). Paul's favourite is the camel! (right)
He said that when the set is taken out
each year it feels like Christmas has
arrived.
Jan Golaszewski (below) showed us
his Belleek 1970 Christmas plate of
Castle Caldwell. When held up to the
light like a lithophane, the green mark
on the back looks like ivy running up
the castle wall. He first saw the piece
in a catalogue of the Bradford
Exchange.
Jan wrote to the Pottery to enquire, but they
were sold out and told him to contact
Marion Langham. This was his introduction
to Belleek.
Joanna
Urbanek
(right)
showed a
recently
acquired pink tint, 2nd black plate. It looks a bit
like a Christmas star, the light of hope. She had
given up hope of finding anything at the Newark
fair, but then this piece turned up.
Karen Kincheloe (left) had brought a plate that
she'd seen advertised in a magazine. It was a
numbered limited edition Holly plate,
gold mark, with decorated baubles in
the centre: very Christmassy.

Sandra Swan (Robin and Maureen's
daughter) was our judge, and chose
Paul as the winner.
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Raffle
Then the draw took place for
the first of two raffles. This
was for table prizes, donated
by the Pottery and others. The
winners were: Robin Wootton,
Harvest platter; Bob Roalfe,
pair of pumpkin mugs; Patrick
Tubb, Irish lace coasters
(which he promptly presented
to his mother); Bev Marvell,
shamrock-shaped shortbreads;
Caroline, shamrock pitcher;
Karen Kincheloe, horseshoeshaped ashtray; Patricia
Russell, shamrock ashtray.
Above: Main raffle prizes are on the top shelf, table prizes underneath.
The main draw for the annual Christmas raffle was next. Elaine Ewings (the ticket seller) thanked Bev Marvell
and Paul Ewings for their sterling efforts in sourcing such excellent prizes. The results were: Menna Lloyd, 1st
period Grass teapot and stand; Diana Awdry,1st period Thorn dessert plate; Simon and Melanie Whitlock, 1st
period Institute covered sugar bowl and pierced flower pot; June Sweeney, Chicago Irish hanging ornament.

Menna was delighted with her win: she buys tickets by post, others please note!
Diana and Simon receiving their raffle prizes from our Chairman, Joanna. They both said that the piece they
won was exactly what they would have wished for (so Santa was listening!).
Finally, the dates of future meetings were discussed. April 2014 will possibly be in Edinburgh. The AGM will
be in Coventry in July at the usual venue. In early October it will be Cornwall, at the same hotel as previously,
the Hannafore Point in Looe. The Christmas party would be in Derbyshire. Pat Tubb said a few words about the
possibility of holding Gatherings instead of conventions.

Joanna thanked everyone for coming, and wished a Merry Christmas to one and all.
[Ed: Many thanks Elaine for taking notes on the meeting]
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Old Copper Transfer Plates at the Pottery
Pottery
Bev Marvell
This is a write-up of the talk Bev Marvell gave at the last Convention, Las Vegas, in October 2013.

At the New Jersey Convention (about 5 years ago), Chris and I were in the bar chatting about research over a
beer with Fergus Cleary and we happened to mention that we had taken photographs of the copper plates on
the wall in the Pottery’s museum. We asked if Belleek had any other old copper plates stored away at the
Pottery. Fergus replied that yes, there were, and that they were kept in safe place and out of harm’s way. This
was certainly good news.
The reason why we had asked about the copper plates was because of what had happened at the Spode
Museum in Stoke on Trent. It was terrible news when the famous Spode Pottery (with a linage much longer
than Belleek’s) went into administration late 2008. It was disastrous for the Spode Museum Trust when 7
tonnes of the Museum’s old copper plates were sold for scrap when they were found by liquidators of the
pottery! These plates held irreplaceable information on the history of their pottery, but now, they were lost and
there was nothing that could be done to recover them.
I am sure this wouldn’t be allowed to happen to Belleek’s copper plates. Belleek doesn’t have much surviving
documentation from the early years, so these, together with the old moulds, are even more important as they
show what Belleek was making, and for whom, right from the start of production. Chris and I asked ‘Can we
come and photograph them?’ – Of course we could! So we visited a few months later.

Recap on how the copper transfer plates were used
You will probably have seen this old photograph before, it
demonstrates how to make a transfer sheet (or a decal, the
term more popularly used in the US). An engraved copper
transfer plate is needed for each unique transfer design, crest,
logo or most importantly Belleek period mark that was
required. Engraving these plates was very skilled work ..and
expensive to do, in terms of valuable copper and time. It took
about 10 days to engrave a plate. It was exacting work, there
could be no making a mistake (no rubbing out). The Pottery
would not make a new plate on a whim, they would have to
have a good commercial reason.
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To produce a transfer (in Victorian times - the process is slightly different now!):
•

The engraved copper plate is covered with oily ink. The ink is wiped off the surface, leaving only ink in
the engraved pattern. It is then placed face upward on the bed of a printing press which looks and
works like an old domestic mangle. Tissue paper is laid carefully on top of the plate, the wheel is turned
and the whole bed moves between rollers forcing the paper to take up the ink.

•

The design on the transfer (or decal) sheet is cut out and positioned printed side down onto the
unglazed ware. The paper is then either soaked off using water or burned off in the kiln at low
temperature leaving the design behind.

Copper plate for the Irish Independent newspaper & an example of the ware after it has been transferred

So Chris and I turned up at the Pottery, camera at the ready
The copper plate for Irish Independent newspaper is a displayed in the Museum. It is lovely, bright, clean and
clear like the rest of the copper plates displayed on the wall. It must have taken a labour of love to get them
into this fine condition without spoiling them.
‘Unseen’ plates in boxes – very dirty and well used
But these are the copper plates we wanted to photograph,
very dirty and not in great condition, with remnants of sticky
oily ink, scratched, worn and under a pile of mould dust.
Getting kitted up!
This is me getting
kitted up to get
down to business, it
looks like I am just
about to undertake
a surgical
operation!

Chris and I are ready to go
These are the boxes of copper plates with Chris holding a
large one, by my knee is a pile of smaller ones in a box. They
range in size from 18” for one of the largest with a design or
period marks down to only 2.5” for a tiny monogram.
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As they were so dirty we needed to make the engraving clear so we could photograph them. So after
sweeping the mould dust off they were wiped over with white spirit. If after this we still couldn’t see enough
detail we re-applied a bit of dust - but
only to the crevices.
Laying out small copper plates ready
for photographing
The small plates are laid out in a grid so
we could take a photograph of all of
them at once. Larger copper plates
were photographed individually against
a measure (in cm). Over 300
photographs were taken which covered
over 700 copper plates (not including
those in the museum and collectors
room). We managed to get photographs
of approximately 90% of the copper
plates held in these boxes in safe
storage. The 10% we did not
photograph were in too bad condition to
get a meaningful photograph from.
The plates date mainly from the early 1st period to 3rd period and are a fantastic untapped resource for future
research. If we can find a copper plate for an item then we know Belleek must have made that item, even
though we may never see an actual example in ‘the flesh’.

There now follows a peek at a tiny fraction of the type of copper plates photographed

Decorative Designs
These copper plates with decorative designs are probably of most importance to earthenware collectors.
A. Designs which have an Official Pottery Name specified by a backstamp
I know of 8 official design names, of course there might be more. You will probably recognise some as they
are fairly common, but others are rare. These plates include the official pottery name for the design and can
also have the Belleek period and registration diamond marks, all for application to the back of the item.
How the copper plates were used can explain why the Belleek period mark is often printed in colours other
than black. This is because one colour of ink was used on the whole copper plate, including the design name
and the marks, so a blue ink transfer sheet would create a blue design name and mark, ditto with a green or
brown or puce transfer decoration, thereby the transfer process would result in ‘self-coloured’ marks.
1

Thorn
This copper plate
also has a first
period mark, name
and registration
diamond. On this
example platter, the
underlying transfer
design is in blue, so
too all marks are in
the same blue.
There are other
colours: pink, red, green, brown, these were added by a decorator by hand. Notice, the decoration way
number ‘657’ is hand-written in the same colour as the last colour tint applied.
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2

Leinster
The example here has
been transferred in blue
ink.

3

Ulster
Black ink used and
then hand tinted.

4

Japanese
Here the design name
only is in brown ink.
The black period mark
would have been taken
from a general transfer
sheet which of course
would have been in
black.

You may not have seen
the next 4 Official Pottery
Design Names before
5

Fumaria
This is a native Irish
fern like plant. Like the
Ulster design, the
period mark and
decoration name have
been combined into
one symbol.

6

Heath
With sprigs of heather
and a distinctive
border.
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7

Lirio
A big design with lilies nearly 9” across, this is a lovely
engraving with great detail. I have not seen an example of this
applied to an actual item.

8

Apple Blossom
What a superb platter, its design clearly has been allocated an
official pottery name, but unlike the previous designs, I could not
find its associated copper plate.

B. Some other designs, these do not appear to have an official
Pottery name
1

Geometric
This is fairly common
design, often with many
added colours.

2

Ribbon and Shamrocks
A design that seems to
appear particularly on early
earthenware, usually just in
the transfer ink colour
without other added
colours.

3

Greek
This is not a Roman design
(despite the centurion), nor
is it Etruscan. It is Greek! It
is an exact copy of
Flaxman’s illustrations of
Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey
and so not a Belleek
design.
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4

Briar
Or perhaps it is a wild
rose? Very nice engraved
detail on those thorny
branches! On this example
jug, the black transfer has
been enhanced with gold to
great effect.

5

Grass Leaves & Seeds
with Flowers & Butterflies
This copper plate, together
with others, have the designs
needed for the toilet set this
foot bath pitcher belongs to.
This jug has 2 handles
because it would be very
heavy when full of water! The
lustred butterflies seem to
have been placed randomly
using ‘artistic license’.

6

Boys with Goat
Notice the messy remnants of gooey
black ink still in patches on the copper
plate.

7

Rose
Fabulous large specimen rose 12” across.
This example plate has been printed in
black ink then hand-tinted in green and
pink.

8

Daisy
The dark side of
this plate must
have been left
exposed to
oxidize. This
engraving is quite
sketchy as shown
on this rare bidet.
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9

Horseshoe
An unusual and
charming design. The
romantic in me
imagined this must be
for a wedding! Not sure
the horseshoe should
be placed upside down
though?

C. Other fancy designs that I have not seen yet on any item
…But of course some of our avid earthenware collectors might
have seen an example?
1

Basket of Fruit and Flowers
Another large detailed design for a large item like a platter or
bowl.

2 Gooseberry
These berries look so good and juicy, makes you feel
hungry, ‘nice’ realistic thorns too! A gorgeous design,
there are many like this, some featuring blackberries
or blackcurrants or red currants, etc…

3

Anemone & Lily
A large border for a bowl. There are many designs
based on flowers, others feature fuchsia, wild rose,
anemone or ipomoea.
4

Thrush on her
Nest
Naturalistic and well
observed.
5 Tile
Now this copper plate
feels a bit different.
There is also a
matching copper
plate with a 6” square
design. It looks to me
like a tile. Belleek
were recorded as
making tiles during
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their early production in the 1860s.
I haven’t seen an actual Belleek tile (not to be confused with a trivet). Were they possibly unmarked? Next
time you go on holiday to Ireland and visit an older pub or hotel, have a good look at the floor tiles to see if
any have this design!
D. ‘Trims’ and other less fancy
designs
1

Tureen - Plain Trim
This copper plate and others
like it are helpful if you need
to ascertain whether a ladle
matches a tureen, or indeed
if it really is Belleek (as very
few ladles are marked).
There are designs for the back of 2 sizes of ladle on this plate.

2

Salad / Soup Tureen - Fancy Trim
This copper plate tells us that Belleek made salad bowls (‘salad’
appears at the bottom). That tureen you have in your collection
which you thought was missing its lid might in fact be a salad bowl!
The design on the left is for a spoon maybe?

3 Ring Dish
Research is required to find out who John McCall was,
but he was certainly keen to make sure everyone knew
he had a patent. If we could find his patent registration
this would tell us exactly what this ‘ring dish’ was
intended for (I know we have our theories!). Oh …and
now you all know where we keep our stash of sweets!

4 Border for Acid Etch Gilding
A demure little border/trim which I think was applied not
with ink, but used Acid Etch Gilding. This was a skilled
technique needing special equipment. I didn’t know
Belleek could do this, it is certainly not Belleek’s forte
and they only seem to
have used this method
on this design. Acid
etching leaves an
embossed finish, if you
rub your finger over it
you can feel the etched
pattern as on this Ring
Handle cup and saucer.
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5

Fan
I puzzled over
what these 2
designs (one
on the left, the
other faint on
its side on the
right) could
have been
used for. But, they are for decorating Fan pattern tea ware. One is for a gilded transfer (see cup), the other
was used as a template for hand-painting over (see sugar).
6 Bows & Roses
This is an example of a
later, third period, ‘copper’
plate. It is a silver colour
because it has been
electroplated with steel to
make it more durable, a
technique that seems to
have only been introduced
early in the 20th century.

Coats of Arms, Crests and Monograms
Family personalization, these are important as they can indicate who bought significant services from
Belleek. Queen Victoria’s 1st order for Belleek was reported in the Irish Times 9th April 1868. This instigated
great demand by anybody who was anybody to commission Belleek to make them a personalized service.
Belleek has 100s of these small ‘family’ copper plates and many have more than one family crest on. I don’t
think Belleek’s engraving department would have been able to cope with this sudden demand. So, not all
these copper plates were made by Belleek, some copper plates have other engravers names or initials.
E. Coats of Arms
A full Coat of Arms includes: the family motto (bottom), a shield (middle) and a crest (top). Not every titled
family used the whole thing, preferring to use just the crest as it more easily fitted on the side of a plate!
1

Lion & Wreath
The motto here is

Vincit Veritas - Truth
Conquers. Apparently it
is for the Bulfin family perhaps Edward Bulfin
who was Lord Mayor of
Dublin in 1870. But,
whoever owned this
crest certainly ordered a
large earthenware
dinner service as I have
seen many matching plates and soups. One of the drawbacks of using the full arms is that it only fits in the
centre which of course gets worn and badly scratched!
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2

Marquis of Donegall
There doesn’t appear to be a motto. But
then this isn’t quite a coat of arms, more of
a double (marriage?) crest. This was
applied to an extensive earthenware dinner
service.

F. Crests
I have to admit that without a unique design or motto it is very difficult to find out who these crests belong to.
Inclusion of a ‘torse’ (in the examples below all the animals are sitting
on one – it looks like a rope!), indicates that it was a titled family. If a
crown (coronet) is present its style signifies the family’s rank (Duke,
Marquis, Earl, Baron, etc..).
1

Cat
Not all crests are as fancy as this! I like this, great attitude. I can’t
read the monogram, but it is for the Macphersons, apparently a
feisty Scottish clan, Roman Catholics. Of course a lot of Scots came
over to Ireland. The motto is Touch not the cat but a glove, 'But' (bot)
means without, so it means beware of the wildcat's claws i.e. think
twice before interfering with Macpherson business!
2

Talking of business – Monkey
business!
No motto, this has a monogram instead - for
the Fitzgerald family. When a fire broke out at
Woodstock Castle it was thought that the
infant heir had perished in the flames.
However, their chained pet ape had broken
free and rescued the baby, hence earning his
place on the crest.
The number (at the bottom of the copper
plate) is probably for a filing system – maybe a position in drawer? Quite a lot of
copper plates have numbers like this (some mistakenly look like dates!).

3 Greyhound
Motto Bonis Omnia Bona - To the good all
things are good. The scallop shells may
represent travel to foreign lands - perhaps a
pilgrimage?

4

Wrong 1
The specification to the engraver must have been
ambiguous as to which wild native woodland animal
was required. So he did a badger when it should
have been a fox. The ‘WRONG’ crest is clearly
labelled. Just imagine how unhappy the customer
would have been if you got his crest wrong – and he
received a whole dinner service!
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5

Wrong 2
Again another problem with the specification to
the engraver. When they stated a cat’s head
they should have said clearly that it was a lion.

6 Hog & Bird.
This is nice, probably a double crest
for a marriage? Conolly was an
engraver based in Capel St, Dublin,
just a few doors away from the Kerr &
Co.’s China Shop who secured the
orders from Queen Victoria. The
cones lift off as snuffers, this lovely
item is affectionately known by us as
‘Madonna’s bra’!

7

Bird of Prey & Crane
There is a lot going on here! I
particularly like the edgy crest in
the centre! The bird of prey is
intimidating (or eating?) a crane.

Memor Esto - Be mindful (of
your ancestors), originally a war cry! It’s those belligerent Scots
again - Graham, the Duke of Montrose. In 1888 the Grahams
ordered a dessert service.
8

Hand & Robin
This double crest is not for a marriage, instead it is for a double
barrelled name: Boyd (hand) and Rochfort (robin). This was for
George Boyd-Rochfort, Middleton Park House, Castleton. He was
Irish and received the Victoria Cross for valour, which you can just
see hanging from the neck of the robin.

9

Spur with Wings
For the Johnston family (origin - Scottish). Nunquam non Paratus –
Never Unprepared. Way back in Scotland the Johnstons fought against the English with Robert Bruce.
Reputedly they sent the spur with attached grouse wings to him as a sign to ‘Swiftly prepare for battle’.
There are lots of Johnsons in Ireland. This might be fanciful, but Johnstons owned the Carlton Hotel
opposite the Pottery. Their daughters, Gertrude and Florence, painted for Belleek, the style of the
enameled flowers here strongly reminds me of signed examples of their work.
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10 LL
This for Lanesborough
Lodge. The Earl and
Countess of Lanesborough
were the first to sign the
Belleek Visitor’s book October 1st 1868. Extensive landowners in both Ireland and England and held
estates in Co. Cavan and Fermanagh. They were obviously
keen to show support for the Pottery - maybe it was on this date
that they made an order that required this monogram!!
G. Arms (real arms not coat of arms!). Crests with an arm on were
very popular
1

Arm with Armour & Sword
Motto Per Mare per Terras - By Sea By
Land. Very swanky armour, looks like
this was for a military family. An
Echinus dejeuner set, similar to the one
Queen Victoria ordered, has this crest
proudly displayed in the centre of its tray. This same crest can also be seen in the

Enniskillen Castle Museum on the personal pipe banner for Captain Charles Alexander of the Royal
Tyrone Fusiliers.
2 Armstrong
Invictus Maneo - I/We remain unconquered.
This crest is very cryptic – you
can guess the family name as
the clue is an arm that has been
certainly pumping iron!
Symbolic for "Arm Strong".
Unfortunately we have not seen
an actual example of a piece
with this crest. It is thought that
R. W. Armstrong had services made for himself, but I am not sure he
would have been entitled to use the Armstrong family crest.
3

Prince of Wales Feathers
This is the most important crest we found. Ich Dien (German) – I Serve
Again, unfortunately we have not seen an example.
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A UK Group member, Gina Kelland, some time ago made enquires with the keepers of the royal ceramics
to find out if they had any Belleek, but drew a blank. I would like to think that there is a Prince of Wales
dessert service, including a Prince of Wales ice pail at Buckingham Place with this crest in the dining room
on their sideboard! If it’s not there, where is this service now?
H. Monograms
These are the simplest family logos. Perhaps for
wealthy untitled folks who didn’t have a family coat
of arms or crest. Unless you know who the
monogram belongs to these are difficult, I am not
even sure which character represents the surname,
presumably the largest or most central? Margaret
Montgomery wrote an article on monograms in the
UK newsletter 32-3 October 2011.
1

McM
This is an interesting parian breakfast sized cup
and saucer.

2

NJZ
I am not sure which character represents the
surname on this Thorn cup and saucer.

3

MTH
This monogram is for Mary
Theresa Herbert of Drumlion,
Enniskillen, she supposedly
ordered this Tridacna service for
her marriage 24th Nov 1887.

I. Boats
The following are not for a person or family, but for Yachts. This is because they are flying a pennant
(triangular flag). Both examples have an Irish harp under a crown. These yachts might have been big, big
enough to require large impressive dinner services.
1 Bella Donna
Probably not named
after the deadly
nightshade plant, more
likely for a beautiful
lady!

2 Eileen
The yachts name? With
perhaps the owners
monogram?
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J. Religious
Belleek has always had to tread a
careful line regarding religion and
politics. Something the English
manufacturers did not have to worry
too much about.

1

Crosses & IHS
This logo must be for a religious
order because it has an IHS
across the bottom cross. This
design looks plain on the copper
plate, but impressive when applied to the actual
ware and coloured. This example is bone china,
Pattern X.

2

5 tassel level (maximum rank)
The Roman Catholic church was a good patron.
We found at least 9 copper plates with similar coats
of arms, plus more for convents etc..
The number of ‘tassels’ increase with rank:
5 Tassel level : Cardinal
4 Tassel level : Archbishop
3 Tassel level : Bishop
2 Tassel level : Canon
1 Tassel level : Priest
This copper plate (above right) is for Cardinal
McCabe of Dublin 1882-1885, not long in this
position and purportedly unpopular.

3

4 tassel level
This example on a Ring Handle cup is for Archbishop
Farley, New York, 1902 – 1911. He became Cardinal
Farley (5 tassel level!) in 1911.
Incidentally Cardinal Farley was a good patron of
Belleek. His motto was Non Noblis Domine – Psalm

115:1 Not Unto us O’Lord, But give glory to your
name.
Ed: Made for Cardinal John Murphy Farley, we know
of: a Finner tea set decorated in gold, a Ring Handle
set painted with scenes of Ireland by Eugene Sheerin
and an Institute and a Tridacna set with the simple
monogram JMF.

4

Church of Ireland
Talk about ‘Chalk and Cheese’, the Protestants,
compared to the Catholics, preferred their logos to be
very plain!
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K. Logos for Institutions
1

Lunatic Asylums!
Examples here for Maryboro, Limerick, Ennis and Carlow.
There are lots of these copper plates, it seems even small
towns in Ireland had a lunatic asylum.

2 Mental Hospitals as well!
Examples here for Limerick, Waterford, Clonmel and Ardee
So Limerick had both a lunatic asylum & mental hospital - the
consequence of too many silly ditties?

3

Military
Examples for Shropshire and South Devon Regiments
and the Clare Militia.
We have seen examples for both English and Irish
regiments.

L. Commercial/Company stuff…
Shop and Restaurants signs, etc.. Armstrong’s diary
mentions that Belleek made signs, door furniture and
drawer labels and an awful lot more other sundry items
than you might imagine.
1

McBirney
This refers to David McBirney's business in
Dublin - we do not know what it was that
Belleek made for McBirney’s department
store.

2

J Corless (Proprietor)
Possibly these logos were put on plates?
One of biggest Oyster beds in Ireland is
called Red Bank, near Burren. The
Burlington restaurant in Dublin advertised
fixed price dinners!
"LEETCH" is probably the company who
made the copper plate.
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3

Munster Arcade
A Department Store in Cork which traded until
the 1970s.

4

Ladies Riding Habits
This is a very gentile logo, perhaps for a sign?

5

Hermitage Golf Club

So named after a hermits cave in an inaccessible part
of the course. You can still tee-off at this course in
Lucan today.
The motto “Never up, Never in” is a well-known
saying on putting, meaning you must take a risk and hit
the ball hard enough so that it at least reaches the
hole. If not, you stand ZERO chance of making the
shot.

M. Sanitary Ware
…. toilets, urinals, sinks, baths, showers and their fitments.
Belleek, judging by the number and variety of copper plates,
made heaps of these - and not just for Ireland.
1

J. Dalmas (Marseille –France)

2 C. Soldini (Milan – Italy)
Incidentally, in addition to Soldini’s logo, there are also
designs for the small bud vase.

3

Fred Adee (New York – America)
I assume Belleek was making this trapless patented sink
under licence for the patent holder?
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4

5

Smiths
We only know this logo is for a sink because an actual sink with this on is sitting in mould room! This sink
has no Belleek mark, possibly (like many items) the distributer wanted the credit.

Probably there are still many unmarked Victorian sinks, toilets etc. in Ireland
which can only be identified as Belleek because a Belleek copper plate with the
logo on exists.
.
Labels: Hot, Cold Spray, Plunge and Douche
Label insert for taps or lever handles (for those impressive Victorian baths and
showers). These were often made out of ceramics and Belleek obviously
supplied some. I am not sure I like the idea of ‘Cold Plunge’!

6 Labels: Salt, Steam,
Waste, Rain Water
Again labels for sanitary
fitments. Rain water was
supposed to be for rinsing
hair (to make it soft!) and
again too much emphasis
on ‘cold’ for my liking. Salt
– is this for salt water?
N. Medical
1

Maw Inhaler
We only know what this logo was for because it can
be seen on an inhaler in the Science Museum,
London. It is unmarked.

Maw again
…and logos for inhalers for other
suppliers, including Dr. Nelson and
others. Inhalers must have been
popular – or Belleek particularly good
at manufacturing them.
They must have been complicated to
use judging by the long instructions.
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2

Bed Pan
Mr. Duke was a member of the Royal College of Surgeons. I wonder in
what way the bed pan had been improved!

3

Measures
Most medical items were large like
the bed pan, but this was for a small
item. These measuring gradations
would be for a very small beaker or
measuring spoon.

O. Misc
1

Pinkerton’s Patent
A large copper plate something to do with the
signalling of trains. Mr
Pinkerton certainly did get
a patent in 1874, but I can’t
find details on it. I think a
telegraphic signal was
used to move a pointer.
This really deserves further
investigation, perhaps a
member who is interested
in trains could look into it?

2

Xmas Greetings
Possibly for giftware. How
lovely to receive a Belleek
Christmas present with one
of these messages on. I
certainly have not seen an
actual Belleek item bearing
a greeting anything like
these.
Note: 2 town crests are
also on this plate for
London and Brighton.
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3

Mega Scribbles - Large
This copper plate was not intended to make transfer sheets from. Copper plates were expensive to
practice on, but this person seems to have used all the available space well and seems to be
accomplished.

4

Scribbles - Cleary
In contrast to the previous copper plate, the
person who did this scruffy graffiti (…and we
know who it was!) clearly doesn’t know the
value of copper.
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P. Finally we come to the
most well used of all
copper plates – “Without
Which No Article is
Genuine” (Belleek’s motto
from their oldest trade
mark)
These copper plates are
exceedingly important as
they indicate how the period
marks evolved and were
used.
1

First Period
As you can see, this
copper plate is very worn
from use.
It has several sizes of
first period marks.
I used to count
shamrocks, harp strings
and windows to try and
determine which Belleek
marks on pieces I saw
were earlier. But based
on these copper plates,
and others at Belleek
with period marks on, I
think my counting was in vain!

2

First and
Second Period
This copper plate
shows the
transition between
marks. You can
clearly see where a
first period mark
which has space
around it has had
the second period
banner added. So
these are probably
the earliest
examples of
second period
mark, possibly
made out of
necessity when the
McKinley tariff act
came in in 1891.
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3

Second Period
Again with marks of
graduated size.

4

Third Period – or is
it?
This ‘copper’ plate has
been steel plated. You
can just see that green
ink was used last, so
this was used certainly
for the first GREEN
mark.
Perhaps after WW2, in
a time of austerity,
Belleek wanted a new
mark but without the
expense of making new
copper plates – so they
just used the old third
period plate with a new
colour of ink! Sensible
and simple..and cheap!

5

First Period Example
This is a reminder of what a beautiful first period mark looks
like. This has been engraved with skill and pride.
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6

Landscapes
Scenes with buildings.
Now look at this copper plate,
also with first period marks. The
engraving quality is not very
good, but my goodness, look
how atrocious these first period
marks are. I decided this must
be an apprentice engravers
piece as there would be no way
Belleek would let something this
bad get out of the Pottery.

7 Bowl
…that is until I saw this bowl. It has some of the scenes
from the copper plate above and a terrible border. AND
just look at the mark - shame on you Belleek!
With nearly 30 years’ experience collecting Belleek, if I
saw this bowl at an antiques fair I would have
confidently said it was an obvious fake. But Belleek can
still surprise us and prove us wrong. I suppose the
motto we should learn is ‘Keep an Open Mind”! This
scruffy bowl is certainly worthy of anybody’s collection
because it is genuine and rare.
Armstrong Memorial
We will finish this discussion by admiring this splendid copper plate with the lovely Fumaria design, probably
engraved by Robert Ryles (see Paul Tubb’s article in our newsletter 31-3 October 2010). This is on the wall in
the Church of Ireland Church in Belleek. It is a first period copper plate which has been further engraved
recently to create a fitting and lasting memorial to Robert W. Armstrong, the most important founder at Belleek.

‘Robert Williams Armstrong
Civil Engineer, Architect,
Inventor and Ceramic
Historian
The people of the locality owe
much to this great man
Through his zeal & endeavour
the name Belleek is renowned
throughout the world’
If any member would like a DVD
with images of Belleek’s copper
plates photographed by us, please
email me:
administrator@belleek.org.uk
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Some Marks on Belleek
Belleek - Fake and Otherwise
This short article is based on photographs acquired over many years. It shows some of the fake marks which
have been found on items purporting to be Belleek. Beware, however! Sometimes the item actually IS Belleek,
the fake mark has been added to increase the value of an unmarked item or to spuriously put it into an earlier
period, thus upping its value. Sometimes the mark looks fake but is not! Often however the item is NOT
Belleek but Worcester, Copeland or some other factory. Basically, there are six scenarios:
(1) The piece is genuine Belleek but unmarked - a fake mark is added later to enhance its value.
(2) It is genuine Belleek but a later period - the later mark is removed and a fake early mark put on.
(3) The piece is genuine Belleek but is wrong in some way - later decorated, for example. It may even
actually have a real Belleek mark.
(4) The piece is exactly the same as one Belleek made (for example, Copeland made a bust of Clyte
which is exactly like the Belleek one; the same applies to the Queen of Hops)
(5) The item is one never made by Belleek but is similar to a real Belleek piece so it might plausibly be
passed off by the faker as a rare "unrecorded" piece.
(6) The item looks nothing like an existing piece of Belleek at all - the faker is just hopeful!
In all these cases, the rationale of the faker is to increase its value - most rare pieces of Belleek sell for more
than their equivalents in Worcester, Copeland and most other factories.
Remember that if you buy an item with a fake mark, it may be that the dealer or seller is innocently offering it
as a genuine unmodified piece, not realising that the mark is fake. If you have items in your collection that
carry these fake marks, their value will usually be greatly reduced compared to a genuine item - they may be
completely worthless, although interesting as a curiosity or
conversation piece.
Ed: if you have examples with fake marks or altered or
enhanced, please let us know!
The following illustrations show some of these fake marks.

"The

Bather" and its fake mark - this mark is rather "too good
to be true" and is a goodish modern copy of a real first
mark but the modern printing techniques give it much too
well defined and precise lines, especially in the word
"BELLEEK". This figure was made by Belleek, Royal
Worcester and other factories.
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"Apollo", a
figure never
made by
Belleek with a
seemingly
convincing first
mark.
Compare this
with the one on
"the Bather" it is the same
modern copy
but more darkly
printed.

Three Shells Salt: a rare, unrecorded piece of Belleek with an early puce mark? - or is it an outright fake?
Belleek really did use marks of this
colour in the early first period.

A Corn Jug - reminiscent of the
real Corn Spill vases. The modern
fake mark can clearly be seen, this
one has some of its shamrocks cut
off on either side. The item has a
genuine registration diamond - the
only problem is that it was not
registered by Belleek.
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Dolphin
under Shell:
clearly not
Belleek
because the
decoration is
too garish but
the giveaway
is the rather
amateurish
fake mark
which looks
like it was
made with an
inked rubber
stamp.
The infamous Bird... an unmarked example of this was even sold at a Sothebys Irish Sale, claimed as
Belleek. This one has a plausible partial first black mark - that rubbing makes it even more convincing! It
is however a fake mark. The glassy body is certainly not Belleek and Belleek never registered this design. It
is the genuine registration diamond that is the final proof that this is not Belleek - this design was registered
by an altogether different company.

An Echinus salt shaker, which is
certainly Belleek. The decoration is
however appallingly rough - Echinus
items are always meticulously decorated,
especially in the first period. The fake
mark is also rough and amateurish.
Ed: Interestingly, Bev Marvell shows
examples of equally poor marks which are
indisputably real ones... these are
however being used on low cost
earthenware pieces with very poor quality
transfer prints - see Bev's article in this
issue of the Newsletter.
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A lovely egg cup with a
coat of arms and a
motto. This item IS
genuine Belleek - it is
the mark which is fake it looks like it has been
carefully hand written.
Added by a seller hoping
to make more money
than from the previously
unmarked item.

A Face or Mask Jug,
nothing like the
Mask jug made by
Belleek. The fake
mark here is faint
and sketchy.

Equally implausible
is this "Ivy" jug
(below). I'm sure we
all now recognise
this modern printed
fake mark.
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A beautiful reticulated urn - a desirable item, almost certainly made by the Graingers company in Worcester
but it carries the modern printed mark - made even more convincing by the "realistic" rubbing of the mark!

This Rope Handled Jug is
genuine Belleek. We can
be absolutely sure of this
because it has the "Square
mark" sometimes seen on
very early pieces. The
printed mark is very
smudged and looks
doubtful, especially as it is
printed in blue – we think
it is however also genuine!
It is the appalling
decoration on the jug
which is completely fake added later to a plain jug
in an attempt to up its
value.
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Belleek certainly made shell salts very similar to this one (below), so it is plausible that this might be Belleek,
although later that first period - the item was also made by Royal Worcester. The first black mark is fake.

Right and below right: Another little shell salt? This is similar in feel to
the Bird shown earlier (a bit ‘glassy’), but its fake mark takes the form
of a simply hand written "BELLEEK"
Below: a Shell Trough - similar to the one made by Belleek but clearly
by another manufacturer - the fake mark here is more convincing than
most, made more so by the rubbing.
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Update - the opening of the Railway between
Enniskillen and Bundara
Brian Russell was passed this very interesting newspaper report by Fergus Cleary. It is from the Impartial
Reporter, dated 14th June 1866, and is a report on the inaugural trip on the newly built railway between
Enniskillen and Bundoran (The Enniskillen, Bundoran and Sligo Railway).

Note that David McBirney and his Dublin business partner, R.G. Collis were on the inaugural train as well as
John Caldwell Bloomfield, who, after all had his own station on the line at Castle Caldwell. The report makes
no mention of Robert Armstrong being on the train - perhaps he was too busy at the Pottery to take part in the
day's festivities!
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Don Clinton's Belleek
Nearly twenty one years ago, in June 1993, Don Clinton, one of our US members, the BCIS Belleek Honouree
in 1990 and a true enthusiast for Belleek, began a series of articles which were then published in the "Irish
Tribune".
Don wrote the articles and Betty, his wife, took the photographs. We are reproducing these articles in the
Newsletter: here is the article Don wrote for the January 1995 issue of the Irish Tribune.
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Auction Report - some exceptional items of Belleek on eBay
Tulip Shaped Vase
…VERY UNIQUE …INTERIOR HAS MARK THAT LOOKS LIKE A HAIR LINE
CRACK, LOOKS LIKE IT IS FROM MANUFACTURING…

Sold for: US$207.50
EBay seller:
seller: kittyskreations51
Period: First Black
Erne Jug
…excellent condition ...measures 7" H and 6" W

Sold for: US$305.05
EBay seller: whc524
Period: Second Black
UNCOMMON 19TH CENTURY BELLEEK BUD
VASE [Onion]
…Base is trimmed in iridescent purples, traces of which are
also revealed in the side's recesses ..sits about 7 1/4 " tall.
Condition is very good despite a very small chip at the rim's
interior…

Sold for: US$456.00
EBay seller: burnrn98
Period: First Black
Thistle Vase 7 3/4" Candlestick
I imagine the top center cup could either hold a candle or
flowers. All the other cups would definitely NOT be for
candles. Flowers, yes. No chips, flea bites, crazing

Sold for: US$280.05
EBay seller:
seller: Arizonatreasurehunters
Period: Second Black
Tri-Form Posy Vase with Moulded Coral Base
Stands 20 x 12cm. Two slight nibbles to flutes

Sold for: £97
EBay seller: hospiceisleofman
Period: Second Black
RARE BEARDED MASK CREAM JUG
3 1/2" high …extremely well detailed …free from any chips or
cracks. When I bought this … there was a minute flee bite
flake in the glaze on the lip

Sold for: £71, another similar 4 ½” £87
EBay seller: mr.firswood
Period: First Black
Pink Ivy Jug
…height of 9.5cm. It is in very good condition

Sold for: AUS$123.45
EBay seller: federalbookcollectibles
Period: First Black
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PAINT DECORATED BAMBOO FORM TEAPOT
…lovely paint decoration. condition is quite superb …about 4-1/2" tall

Sold for: US$445.00
US$445.00 (less than this as a ‘best offer ‘was accepted)
EBay seller: Annievon
Period: First Black
Blarney Pink Gold Trim
Tea Pot
…pink luster and gold
trim. 5”tall …Excellent
condition

Sold for: US$449.44
US$449.44
EBay seller: cashguy
Period: Second Black
Early Pink Echinus Small Teapot
…there is a raised diamond registration mark for 1869 …some chipping to
the end of spout also to inside rim …also some chipping to the finial on the
lid

Sold for: £167
EBay seller: premierpottery
Period: First Black
Porcelain kettle in Echinus shape …slightly lustrous finish
…lid has been in four pieces … losses to the inner rim …and a tiny chip to
the spout which has a faint impact fracture surrounding

Sold for: £181, EBay seller: hippots,
hippots, Period:
Period: First Black
SHELL AND PINK
CORAL DESIGN TEAPOT
[Limpet]
…APPROX. 4 ½” TALL
…LID HAS SUFFERED
DAMAGE BUT ALL PIECES
ARE THERE WOULD BE A
FAIRLY EASY
RESTORATION

Sold for: £103.99
EBay seller: linseyslinseys-bazaar
Period: Second Black
Tea Pot Pink [Lace]
Excellent Condition

Sold for: US$565.99
EBay seller: darcy45579
Period: Second Black
Scroll Pink Gold Trim
Tea Pot
…5” tall …Top has been
broken and there is a very expert repair to the spout

Sold for: US$93, EBay seller: cashguy, Period:
Period: Second Black
Celtic Design Tea Ware Teapot
Brilliant colors of green, red, yellow and white …bands are accented by a lustrous gold …in excellent condition

Sold for: US$331.99, EBay seller: babs1967,
babs1967, Period:
Period: Third Black
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Porcelain serving tray
…fine large size tray, Hexagon pattern, with pink painted edging …fine
condition

Sold for: US$777.87
EBay seller: aunty_qs_4sale
Period: Second Black
SHAMROCK TEA
FOR TWO TRAY
FINE DELICATE
QUALITY
…CONDITION - AGE
RELATED WEAR
...VERY
GOOD CONDITION

Sold for: £841
EBay seller: fleming827
Period: Second
Second Black
Plate 9" Echinus
…coupe-shape dinner size (or luncheon?) plate
No.121 …with shell-derived low relief surface design
… hand applied green rim trim and inner guard border
with gold trim edge …with a crowned M monogram
…(also impressed Eng Rg mrk) in excellent condition

Sold for:
for: US$128.49,
US$128.49, EBay seller: earllam
Period: First Black
Limpet 7.25 Inch Plates Pink Lustre
Pink lustre. Monogrammed …Excellent condition

Sold for: bread US$192.50
US$192.50,
$192.50, matching 4x 7.25” plates
US$148.49
$148.49,
US
$148.49, 5 x 5.5”plates
5.5”plates US$163.49
US$163.49,
$163.49, 4 x cup s&
saucers US$187.50
EBay seller: cashguy,
cashguy, Period:
Period: Third Black

Institute Bread Plate
…pink decoration, gilded edge, monogram to centre …very nice
condition.
Sold for:
for: bread US$354.99,
US$354.99, matching cup & saucer

US$355.88, side plate
US$342, cream US$371,
sugar US$307
EBay seller:
aunty_qs_4sale
Period: First Black
[Ed: Maybe collectors spotted that this set was made for Cardinal
John Murphy Farley]
Limpet Open Handled Cake Plate
…11" across handles …a bit unusual in having yellow, green and pink
colors …perfect condition

Sold
Sold for: US$78, EBay seller: vcsue,
vcsue, Period:
Period: Third Green!
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PINK THISTLE CUP AND SAUCER
…good condition …This is very beautiful and fragile

Sold for: US$127.50
EBay seller:
seller: saducavi351
Period:
Period: Second
Second Black
Cherry Blossom Tea
Cup & Saucer
…good condition.
Translucent
porcelain/china. Some
slight signs of wear

Sold for: £176.99
£176.99
EBay seller:
travel_thesilva,
travel_thesilva, Period:
Period: First Black
[Ed: This a very interesting ‘mismatch’ of saucer No.3
(unseen before) and cup No.5]
2 Footed Cup and Saucer Sets
…wear in the black and one of the saucers has been repainted
blue. Too bad …nice pieces except for paint wear

Sold for: US$157.50, EBay seller: tommysdad
Period: First and Second Black
[Ed: Not sure it has been repainted, maybe just another
colour way]
LOW LILY CUP AND
SAUCER
…green tint. In mint
condition

Sold for: £97.01
EBay seller: mr.firswood
Period: Second Black
TRIDACNA 3 CREAM SOUP Cups & Saucers
…plus an extra cup …with pink tint and gilt detail …in very good
estate condition

Sold for: US$275, EBay seller: perryphernalia,
perryphernalia, Period: Second Black
Cup and Saucer set
of 5 [Pattern X, bone
china]
…good condition

Sold for: £547
EBay seller: hhar.0.3
Period: First Black (in
orange)
TEA CUP SET OF 8 pcs FLORAL PINK PORCELAIN
VINTAGE RARE PATTERN BELLEEK SET …IN GOOD
CONDITION

Sold for: US$265,
EBay seller: veytardnok,
veytardnok,
Period: First Black
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TEAPOT MAKER AT BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FACTORY 80 YRS AGO ANTIQUE PRINT
VINTAGE MOUNTED PRINT…84 YEARS OLD. BELLEEK
PORCELAIN FACTORY 1920'S… published in 1930

GIRL WORKER AT BELLEEK PORCELAIN
FACTORY 80 YRS AGO ANTIQUE PRINT
[similar from same seller] Sold for: £3.00
Tea Pot Trivet
'First Period
Mark Design'
Rare
…finished in a deep
blue colour …
received areas of
restoration to rim
…and base.

Sold for: £190
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: First Black
VERY RARE VINTAGE …VASE
…DECORATIVE VASE … 5 1/2"
TALL X 3 1/2" DIAMETER … VERY
GOOD CONDITION

Sold for: £122, EBay seller: starboy.2410
Period: Second Black
Large Old 9" Porcelain
President Plate William
McKinley W. M Co. Willets
Beleek [SIC]
…Excellent condition no damage or repair only token age-related wear at most

Sold for: US15 [Ed: not sure if sold!]
EBay seller: princecharmingthe2nd
princecharmingthe2nd
Period: N/A
Irish Parian Donegal china
basket with flowers
…beautiful china basket is
in perfect condition

Sold for: US$96.28
EBay seller: hilliarypark
hilliarypark
Period: ‘No. 33 1993 Mc.I’
Rare Willets Belleek Swan with Salt Shovel - Webbed
Foot Early
…swan salt cellar …smallest size Willets or Lenox made, just 1 ¾”
tall …including exceedingly rare webbed foot salt shovel …unmarked,
but almost certainly Willets …swan mint, no flaws …shovel has
miniscule chip on one corner

Sold for: US$42.56, EBay seller: longhunter, Period:
Period: N/A
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Early Green Possibly Neptune Coral Handle
Mustard Preserve or Jam Spoon
…unmarked as a result of its small size but I am certain it is
Belleek …very good condition … tiny, tiny fleabite to edge
of bowl

Sold for: £62.99, EBay seller: premierpottery
Period: Unknown
Thimble
…Unusual Belleek thimble from Belfast,
1981. Cream and gold

Sold for: £17, EBay seller: percifer2468
Period: Third Green
Rare Pink Shell Menu Place Card
Holder
Perfect condition

Sold for: US$202.50
EBay seller: karenmc5813
Period: Second Black

OPEN SALT SHELL ON CORAL
…2 ½” TALL AND 3 ¼” BY 3 ¼”
ACROSS…ALSO HAS AN
IMPRESSED MARK …ARE TWO
VERY SMALL AREAS TO THE RIM
THAT ARE ROUGH SO MAY BE TINY
CHIPS

Sold for: £68
EBay seller: linseyslinseys-bazaar
Period: First Black
Holy Water Font
…6 ¾” height. NOT NEW but it’s in
EXCELLENT condition

Sold for: US$27.51
EBay seller: rickiesrickies-collectibles
Period: Second Green
Jam Pot
…Very nice Belleek Aberdeen jam pot.
5.5" tall [no condition report]

Sold for: US$73.75
EBay seller: veronica133334
Period: Second Black
Biscuit Barrel
…well moulded and detailed and quite a
rare item too…10.5cm across 14cm tall in
good condition

Sold for: £91, EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black
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China FLORAL CLUSTER PIN BROOCH in Orig. Box
1¾” diameter by ½” high …unbelievable fine delicate detail…in excellent pre-owned
condition …expect some wear and usage marks

Sold for: US$32,
US$32, EBay seller: countrypleasures,
countrypleasures, Period: Green Mark
2 Cups and
Saucers
…excellent condition,
no chips or scratches

Sold for: US$224.72,
US$224.72,
EBay seller:
cirlancelot1
Period: Third Black
Celtic Coffee Pot
…7.5" tall. Gold trim is perfect!

Sold for: US$299
US$299
EBay seller: veronica133334
Period: Third Black
PORCELAIN "BASIL"
CAULDRON TEA CUP
WITH "BASIL" IN GILT …2 ¼” HIGH
X 3" DIAMETER. CONDITION IS VERY GOOD

Sold for: £242
EBay seller: blubberlover,
blubberlover, Period:
Period: Second Black
[Ed: The elusive "Irish Pot" pattern tea ware has surfaced!]
Cup and Saucer
…Part of a set, these are
undamaged

Sold for:
cup and saucer £107,
matching cream £127.88,
sugar £83, teapot & plate
plate
(damages) £77.00
EBay seller: daveatbhc2012
Period: Third Black
RARE 1ST BLACK FLASK W/COLOR
…purple lustre colored mark and gilding - The flasks were made to help fund a
synagogue in Ireland - 6" X 4" - Slight gilding wear and a faint firing mark on the
lower neck at top

Sold for: US$450
EBay seller: chivas1nh
Period: First Black
Pink and Cream
Colored Shell Pitcher
Great condition

Sold for: US$243.50
EBay seller: onradcl
Period: First Black
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And Finally
Two very contemplative pieces, both written by Fiona
Easthope.
The poem on the right: "An Hour Away" appeared in a little
publication produced by Don and Betty Clinton in the USA.
Charles Easthope sent this in - he says: "It suits her to a tee!"

The piece on the left:
"Keeping Lent" was
written by Fiona and
published in Newsletter
15 of the UK Belleek
Collectors' Group. This
came out in September
1996.
In these earlier days of
the Group, Jan
Golaszewski and
Christine McCormack
worked heroically to
produce the Newsletter.

It does seem highly
appropriate at this time of
year to reprint Fiona's
memories of a Lent in
Donegal.
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